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Abstract—In recent years, discriminative correlation filter
(DCF) based algorithms have significantly advanced the state
of the art in visual object tracking. The key to the success
of DCF is an efficient discriminative regression model trained
with powerful multi-cue features, including both hand-crafted
and deep neural network features. However, the tracking per-
formance is hindered by their inability to respond adequately
to abrupt target appearance variations. This issue is posed by
the limited representation capability of fixed image features. In
this work, we set out to rectify this shortcoming by proposing
a complementary representation of a visual content. Specifically,
we propose the use of a collaborative representation between
successive frames to extract the dynamic appearance information
from a target with rapid appearance changes, which results
in suppressing the undesirable impact of the background. The
resulting collaborative representation coefficients are combined
with the original feature maps using a spatially regularised DCF
framework for performance boosting. The experimental results
on several benchmarking datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
and robustness of the proposed method, as compared with a
number of state-of-the-art tracking algorithms.
Index Terms—Visual object tracking, discriminative correla-
tion filter, feature representation, collaborative representation
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual object tracking is a fundamental research topic in
computer vision and pattern recognition, with many practical
applications in CCTV surveillance, human-computer interac-
tion and robot vision. Given the initial state of a target of
interest, the task of visual object tracking is to detect and lo-
calise the target in the subsequent video frames automatically.
Through decades of research, a significant progress has been
made in this field. However, due to a number of challenging
factors such as background clutter, illumination variation, scale
variation, camera motion, partial occlusion and blur, it is still
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a very challenging task to achieve efficient and robust tracking
in unconstrained scenarios.
During the past decades, a variety of tracking algorithms
have been developed [1], [2], [3], [4]. These approaches can
be divided into two main categories: generative methods and
discriminative methods. A generative method tends to establish
a target appearance model, with which the tracker finds
the best matching region as the target location. In contrast,
discriminative methods cast the tracking task as a classification
or regression problem. The classifier is trained by extracting
training samples from the target and background, with the
objective of achieving separability between them.
Recently, owing to the superior speed and performance, Dis-
criminative Correlation Filters (DCF) has been widely studied
as a general framework for online visual tracking [5], [6], [7],
[4]. Generally, DCF realises object tracking by designing a
discriminative filter, which produces high response in the area
of the target and low response in the background. The tracking
performance of DCF has recently been further improved by
using spatio-temporal appearance modelling [8], [9], [10] and
multi-dimensional features, including deep neural network
features.
In spite of the potential of hand-crafted and deep neural
network features to provide a powerful representation of the
target, their effectiveness is still restricted, due to the rigidity
of the process used in modelling the target visual appearance.
In particular, the capability and descriptive power of such
feature descriptors tend to degenerate in the presence of large
appearance variations. Moreover, existing DCF-based methods
utilise a standard tracking-learning-detection paradigm with
a pre-defined updating rate to formulate the online tracking
problem, without considering the spatio-temporal continuity
of content in natural video sequences. To address the above
issues, we propose a novel mechanism for extracting an effec-
tive target model by introducing collaborative representation
into the DCF formulation, enabling the learning of adaptive
contextual features for robust visual tracking.
Regarding the first issue, existing feature extraction mech-
anisms inadvertently impose limitations on the performance
of trained models, especially in the scenarios encountering
large appearance changes. The pioneering solutions favoured
plain models, for instance using grayscale features [11], [12],
which achieve high tracking speed, but seriously compromise
robustness. Later, Henriques et al. advocated HOG features for
visual tracking [13], which help to learn a more discriminative
2appearance model in a kernel space. Danelljan et al. [14] pro-
posed the use of Colour Names (CN) for tracking and achieved
superior performance compared to the trackers exploiting
purely grayscale features. The combined use of HOG and
CN features by Li et al. demonstrated further enhancements
in performance [15]. However, the generic nature of hand-
crafted features like HOG and CN compromises their ability to
tune the extraction of discriminatory information to the target
appearance. Moreover, they are not invariant with rotations. As
a result, filters learnt using only hand-crafted features always
suffer from the lack of discriminative information, especially
when the appearance of a target undergoes a rapid variation.
Recently, motivated by the impressive results achieved in
the field of classification and detection, deep convolutional
networks have been investigated in the context of visual object
tracking and found to be very effective [16], [17]. Deep
representations are more robust and discriminative, especially
in challenging tracking scenarios. However, as deep descrip-
tors are of low resolution, they lose some detail appearance
information, which makes the target hard to locate precisely
and to estimate its accurate scale. Moreover, not all deep
features are necessarily informative, and the presence of irrel-
evant dimensions degrades the discriminatory power of DCF,
not mentioning that extracting deep features in each frame
and training filters over deep representations is expensive
computationally.
To address these complex issues and their negative impact
on the DCF tracking performance, we propose a novel gen-
erative learning method to extract a dynamic target repre-
sentation by adaptively exploiting complementary sources of
information conveyed by multi-cue features. We propose to
use a collaborative representation [18] between two consecu-
tive frames for that purpose. The collaborative representation
coefficients are then applied as features (CR features) to learn
the target detection and localisation model. As a result, the
learnt representation adapts effectively to any target variations,
and ignores the impact of the background clutter at the same
time. In consequence, the proposed generative feature extractor
via collaborative representation overcomes the limitations of
the conventional, fixed feature representation, especially when
the target appearance changes dramatically.
While DCF’s agility is essential to be able to respond to
rapid changes in target visual appearance, it is equally impor-
tant for it to exhibit temporal consistency. This requirement
reflects that the prevailing motion of the target is smooth and
continuous. As the visual target representation often contains
redundant information, without imposing temporal consistency
constraint, the filter coefficients may arbitrarily switch between
multiple alternative solutions. Such instability is undesirable.
More importantly, ignoring temporal consistency impacts di-
rectly on the speed of filter convergence.
Note that the limited spatio-temporal continuity stems from
the DCF based trackers adopting fixed patterns of spatial and
temporal modelling. Traditional DCF-based trackers extract
numerous feature representations in each single frame to train
the model and update it at a fixed rate in every frame [13], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23]. As the core method lacks the ability to
represent the target dynamics, by the same token it is unable to
promote temporal consistency. In order to capture the spatial
context, the so called attention mechanism has been widely
investigated and a significant success has been achieved in
many tasks of computer vision [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29],
[30]. In DCF-based tracking, attention modelling is usually
realised by employing spatial regularisation. Danelljan et al.
first proposed a spatially regularised model for tracking with
a fixed negative Gaussian-shaped spatial weight vector to
penalise the filter coefficients which significantly alleviates
boundary effect [31]. Subsequently, Kiani et.al [22] proposed
to use a pre-defined binary matrix to generate real negative and
positive samples by a method of cropping, which effectively
suppresses the inclusion of spatial background and boundary
region as training samples. However, these models usually try
to address boundary effect by using a fixed penalty vector to
regularise spatially, which lacks adaptability to target changes
between successive frames.
To address these problems, we propose a structural spatio-
temporal modelling formulation for tracking. The generated
collaborative representation features (CR features) are the
transformation coefficients of successive frames, which are
able to represent dynamic appearance variations of the target
during tracking and support temporal continuity. The notable
characteristics of the collaborative representation coefficients
is their ability to track the appearance changes of the target,
while ignoring the background, which adaptively suppresses
the spatial boundary effect, and can be regarded as comple-
mentary spatial regularisation. Combining the original feature
representations extracted in the current frame with the CR
features generated between successive frames, the model is
endowed with the capability to adapt to appearance changes
through the proposed learning and updating online scheme.
In this paper, we propose Collaborative Representation
based Complementary Discriminative Correlation Filters for
visual tracking (CRCDCF). The proposed use of generative
collaborative representation learning approach enhances both,
the discriminatory, as well as the target transformation in-
formation captured by traditional feature extraction methods,
which is important for coping with dramatic object appear-
ance changes. Inspired by the superior performance of deep
features extracted from CNNs pretrained on the large scale
ImageNet dataset [32] and the effective spatial regularisation
of BACF [22], we adopt the paradigm of BACF as a baseline,
but equip it with hand-crafted features and deep features from
pretrained ResNet [33] and the corresponding CR features. The
framework of BACF effectively alleviates the boundary effect
of DCFs, which improves the performance while maintaining
favourable speed. Embedding discriminative deep features
and complementary CR features in the framework of BACF,
an adaptive structural spatio-temporal model is designed to
improve the tracking accuracy and robustness.
The main contributions of the proposed CRCDCF method
are summarised as follows:
• We propose to use an adaptive generative learning method
for extracting a complementary feature representation. It
is conveyed by features extracted by collaborative repre-
sentation between successive frames (CR features), which
3yield learned filters that are more discriminative and
robust in the presence of abrupt appearance variations.
• We propose a structural spatio-temporal model for track-
ing. The generated CR features are able to represent tem-
poral appearance change of targets and impose adaptive
spatial regularisation. The CR feature channels and the
original feature maps are used jointly within the spatially
regularised BACF framework to achieve complementary
discrimination and adaptive spatio-temporal continuity.
• We extensively evaluate our method on a number of
well-known benchmarking datasets such as OTB2013 [2],
Temple-Colour128 [5], UAV123 [34], VOT2018 [35] and
LaSOT [36] datasets. The experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness and robustness of our method
compared with the state-of-the-art trackers.
II. RELATED WORK
For comprehensive review of existing tracking methods the
reader can refer to recent surveys [1], [2], [3], [4]. In this
section, we briefly discuss the techniques that are most relevant
to our methods.
Generative methods typically consider the most similar
region as the target in each frame, based on specific similarity
functions. Early work included Kalman filtering [37], mean-
shift [38] and incremental learning [39] methods. Later, Mei et
al. introduced sparse representation to visual tracking [40]. In
the sparse tracking paradigm, target candidates are represented
by a sparse linear combination of target templates (dictio-
nary atoms). The representation coefficients are then used to
measure similarities by calculating the reconstruction error of
each target candidate. Both sparse and low-rank representation
based trackers have achieved appreciable success [41], [42],
[43], [44], [45]. Recently, Zhang et al. propose a novel circu-
lant sparse tracker (CST) [46], which exploits circulant target
templates via embedding high dimensional HOG features.
On the other hand, discriminative methods cast a tracking
task as a classification problem that aims at distinguishing the
target from background. Since the proposal of the Minimum
Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) filter [12], DCF based
trackers have been received extensive attention. Specifically,
Henriques et al. exploited the circulant structure in a kernel
space with HOG features [11], [13]. More advanced DCF
based trackers concentrate on feature representation, scale
detection and spatial regularisation. As for feature representa-
tion, HOG, CN and CNN features have been demonstrated
to provide superior performance for visual tracking [15],
[17], [47], [48], [49]. For scale detection, DSST [50] and
fDSST [51] propose a successful framework to handle the
problem of target scale variation. As to spatial regularisation,
SRDCF [31], CSRDCF [52], BACF [22] and LADCF [8]
incorporate effective strategies to solve the issue of spatial
boundary effect.
Recently, Peng et al. proposed a novel densely connected
DCFs framework named DCDCF for visual tracking [53],
which exploits the densely connected structure of multiple
DCFs. In DCDCF, the translation response maps from cor-
relation filters of previous layers are used as feature inputs
to correlation filters of the next layer. All the feature maps
and interim response maps from various filters are reused in
DCDCF, which is able to effectively capture the appearance
variations of target and can significantly enhance discrimina-
tion of the learned model.
In our work, we employ collaborative representation to
extract the coefficients of the target between successive frames
as complementary feature cues. The CR features are es-
sentially similar to the translation response maps of DCFs.
After obtaining CR features through generative learning, we
adopt these coefficients together with the original features
for discriminative filters learning, and show it enhances the
discriminative power of the trained model.
III. DCF AND BACKGROUND-AWARE CF
In this section, we first briefly revisit the classical Discrimi-
native Correlation Filter, which has received wide attention be-
cause of its outstanding performance in recent benchmarks [7],
[4]. In the t-th frame, the multi-channel discriminative correla-
tion filters h are designed by optimising the following objective
function:
min
h
1
2
mn∑
j=1
‖y(j)−
D∑
d=1
hTd fd[∆τj ]‖22 +
λ
2
D∑
d=1
‖hd‖22, (1)
where fd ∈ Rmn×1 is the d-th channel feature map of an
m × n image patch centred on the position of the target,
and [∆τj ] denotes the circular shift operator. y ∈ Rmn×1 is
the corresponding Gaussian shaped label with y(j) denoting
the j-th element of y. D is the number of feature channels
and λ is the weighting parameter of the regularisation term.
hd ∈ Rmn×1 stands for the filter of the d-th channel. The
optimisation problem in Eq. (1) can efficiently be solved in
the Fourier domain.
Next, we briefly overview the BACF [22] tracker, which has
been shown to be effective in addressing the issue of boundary
effect by achieving remarkable results on several tracking
benchmarks. Multi-channel background-aware correlation fil-
ters are learned by the BACF tracker through minimising the
following objective function:
min
h
1
2
mn∑
j=1
‖y(j)−
D∑
d=1
hTd Pfd[∆τj ]‖22 +
λ
2
D∑
d=1
‖hd‖22, (2)
where P is a binary matrix which crops the central patch
of each shifted image. Pfd[∆τj ] returns all possible patches
cropped from the entire frame.
Instead of being generated by cyclic shifting of the posi-
tive sample, negative training examples are densely extracted
from the background via the cropping operator, P, in BACF.
Learning from such real patches significantly improves the
discrimination of the filters so that the robustness and accuracy
of the BACF tracker are correspondingly boosted. For more
details the reader can refer to [22].
In view of the remarkable effectiveness of its spatial regular-
isation and real-time speed, we adopt BACF as our framework
and equip it with a complementary collaborative representation
learning mechanism to advance the state-of-the-art further.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the extraction process of collaborative representation
features. The target zt−1 in the previous frame and the padded image patch
(search window) xt in the current frame share the same scale. zt−1 is filtered
by applying a pre-defined mask to the padded image patch centred at the
position of the target in the last frame. Each channel the original feature set
enables the system to generate the corresponding collaborative representation
feature channel through Eq. (3), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5).
IV. OUR APPROACH
In this section, we present the details of the proposed com-
plementary discriminative correlation filters based on collabo-
rative representation for visual tracking. First, we extract trans-
form coefficients via a generative collaborative representation
method. Second, we train a model in terms of background-
aware filters using hand-crafted, deep and complementary
CR features. The details of the framework and our proposed
tracker are furnished in Section IV-C.
A. Generative collaborative representation learning
Given a m × n padded image patch in the t-th frame,
containing the target in its centre, we compute multi-channel
features xt ∈ Rmn×D. Then cyclic shift samples of xt are
used to construct a subspace Xt ∈ Rmn×Dmn, which is cir-
culant. The subspace Xt is employed to obtain a collaborative
representation [18] of the target zt−1 ∈ Rmn×D using high
dimensional features of the previous frame:
min
ct[d]
‖Xt[d]ct[d]− zt−1[d]‖22 + λ1‖ct[d]‖22, (3)
where d is channel index, λ1 is the weight of regularisation
term and ct is an array of representation coefficients, coined
as CR features. The target zt−1 is extracted from the previous
frame by applying a pre-defined mask with only the target
region activated. Formally, this objective function defines a
standard ridge regression problem that has a closed-form
solution:
ct[d] = (X
T
t [d]Xt[d] + λ1I)
−1XTt [d]zt−1[d], (4)
where I is an identity matrix. Due to the circulant property of
the subspace Xt, Eq. (4) can be solved by converting it into
equivalent form in the Fourier domain as follows:
cˆt[d] =
xˆ∗t [d] zˆt−1[d]
xˆ∗t [d] xˆt[d] + λ1
, (5)
where xˆ∗t is the complex conjugate of xˆt in the frequency
domain, xˆt is the Fourier representation of x, and  denotes
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Fig. 2. Illustration of collaborative representation features in DCF-based
tracking. The model obtained by joint discriminative filter learning and gen-
erative collaborative representation learning exhibits enhanced discriminative
power, as it has the capacity to reflect appearance variations and alleviate the
negative impact of the target background.
Search Patch
Response of CR features
Response of original features
Final Response Localisation
Fig. 3. Visualisation of the response maps in the target location step. The
final object location response map is obtained by fusing the response map of
the original features and the response map of the collaborative representation
features.
the element-wise multiplication operator. The solution of ct
needs Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and inverse FFT, which
can be solved in O(Dmnlog(mn)). The computational cost of
the element-wise multiplication is O(1). Therefore, the total
complexity of Eq. (3) is O(Dmnlog(mn)). The extraction
process of the CR features is visualised in Fig. 1.
After extracting the CR features, they are concatenated with
the original features across all channels:
ft = [xt[1];xt[2]; ...;xt[D]; ct[1]; ct[2]; ...; ct[D]], (6)
where ft denotes all the features collected for filter learning
and target localisation.
In Fig. 2, we attempt to intuitively illustrate the roles of
the CR features in the respective stages of filter learning and
object detection. In the learning stage, the CR features are the
representation coefficients of the target in frame t−1 using the
original features of frame t as a dictionary. This representation
has the propensity to reflect appearance variations of the target.
In the subsequent stage of target localisation, the CR features
essentially serve as the target transformation coefficients,
which roughly estimate the change in the target position in
frame t. Thanks to the generative representation learning,
discriminative filter learning is able to moderate the impact
of the background and locate the target more accurately.
5The significance of the proposed CR features is conveyed
visually in Fig. 3, where we give an example of the filter
response to the original features and to the CR features.
In tracking, given a new frame, a search image patch is
cropped by centring the target mask at the target position
in the previous frame. The extracted image patch in frame
t − 1 is collaboratively represented by shifted samples of
the search window in frame t to extract CR features and
the corresponding DCF. In frame t the response maps are
calculated by the filters updated in the previous frame and the
features extracted in the current frame. Note that the response
map of the original features is accurate enough for target
localisation when the tracking scenes undergo small variations.
However, it may be limited in scenarios involving abrupt
target appearance variations and background clutter. With the
additional response of the CR features, the final target response
becomes more robust.
B. Discriminative Background-aware Filter Learning
Although the conventional DCF based trackers perform
efficient appearance model learning, they suffer from the
spatial boundary effect. The recent efforts addressing this
issue has witnessed a considerable progress in suppressing
the boundary information of the filters. Examples include the
BACF tracker, briefly described in Section III. In Eq. (2),
BACF uses a binary matrix to crop real positive and negative
samples from the image, forcing the filters to learn as if
the background was set to zero. Optimising the objective
function in Eq. (2), BACF learns discriminative background-
aware filters with HOG features. However, the model with
background-aware filters learnt only from HOG features lacks
of the ability to discriminate robustness, which results in
tracking failures when some complicated cases occur.
In our work, we propose to learn a more robust and dis-
criminative appearance model with background-aware filters
using HOG, CN, deep features from pretrained CNN and
corresponding CR features through the paradigm of BACF.
HOG features emphasise the gradient information of the im-
age, while CN features focus on the colour characteristics. As
for the deep features, we employ Res4e of pretrained ResNet50
as layers for feature extraction. The deep features pay more
attention to semantic information and have the ability to extract
powerful appearance representation. The proposed CR features
are sensitive to appearance variations and in this sense provide
complementary information for visual object representation.
Thus, the model with background-aware correlation filters
trained with these features is much more discriminative and
robust, with improved tracking performance.
C. Tracking Framework
The framework for the proposed DCF tracking based on
collaborative representation is summarised in Algorithm 1.
Detection: Following fDSST [51] and BACF [22], the po-
sition and scale of the target are detected simultaneously.
In our tracker, multiple scales as of the search region
{fs}s∈{b 1−S2 c,...,bS−12 c} are analysed to extract HOG, CN,
deep and corresponding CR features. The S denotes the
number of scales. Then a filter, hs, is designed for each fs
in the Fourier domain to obtain multi-channel response maps
as:
Rˆs = hˆs  fˆs, (7)
Then the interpolation strategy in SRDCF [31] is applied to
the response map corresponding to each fs. The position and
scale of target pt and st is predicted according to the maximum
of the final response map.
In addition, in view of the fact that a direct summing
of all the response maps of different features may cause
some interference, as not all the features in every frame
are discriminative enough, we fuse these response maps by
an adaptive weighting strategy. Specifically, for the channels
from the same feature category, we sum the corresponding
response maps directly. Then we compute a weighted average
of the response maps produced by different feature maps. The
weights are defined by the peak-to-side ratio (PSR) of each
response map. The PSR is computed as:
PSRi =
Rmaxi − µi
σi
, (8)
where Rmaxi is the maximum value of the response map
corresponding to the i-th features, µi and σi are the mean
and the standard deviation of the i-th response map. A large
value of PSR indicates that the response map is more reliable.
The final response map can be calculated as:
R =
K∑
i=1
PSRi ·Ri. (9)
The position of the target coincides with the point of maximum
value of the final response map.
Learning: In the learning stage, we adopt the HOG, CN
and deep features of the padded image patch centred at the
position of the target, pt. The CR features are generated by
using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) in Section IV-A. Then, the original
features and the CR features of the image patch are used in
Eq. (2) in Section III to obtain the multi-channel background-
aware filters h. Specifically, in the first frame, we use the
padded target patch cut-out by a pre-defined mask uncovering
the target region of the previous frame, zt−1, to generate CR
features by using Eq. (5).
Updating: We utilise the same online model updating strategy
as other DCF based trackers:
ht = (1− η)ht−1 + ηh, (10)
where η is the online updating rate, and h denotes the filters
learned with image patch in t-th frame using Eq. (2). Based
on this updating strategy, we use filters ht to locate the target
position in (t+1)-th frame.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We perform extensive comparative experiments on several
well-known databases and achieve the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. In this section, we describe the implementation details
of our tracker, including the experimental platform and the
parameters setup. Next, the benchmarking datasets and the
6Algorithm 1 CRCDCF algorithm
Input: Image frame It; Filters ht−1; Target position pt−1 and
target scale st−1 from frame t− 1; Target region zt−1 in
the t− 1 frame;
1: Extract search image patch with S scales from It at pt−1;
2: Extract corresponding features representations [xs]Ss=1 and
generate CR features [cs]Ss=1 through Eq. (3);
3: Concatenate original features and CR features to [fs]Ss=1;
4: Calculate response maps [Rs]Ss=1 using Eq. (7) and
Eq. (9);
5: Locate target pt and estimate scale st from the maximal
value of response maps;
6: Obtain multi-cue features xt based on current pt and st;
7: Generate corresponding CR features and concatenate orig-
inal features with CR features: ft.
8: Training filters h with ft using Eq. (2);
9: Preserve target region zt in current frame;
10: Update filters ht using Eq. (10).
Output: Target position pt and scale st; Updated filters ht
for frame t; Target region zt in frame t.
criteria for evaluation are introduced, as well as the state-of-
the-art trackers we compared with. Next, the sensitivity of the
parameters to our method is analysed, and the effectiveness of
each component of the proposed CRCDCF is demonstrated.
Finally, we analyse the experimental results on various datasets
and discuss the merits of our CRCDCF method.
A. Implementation Details
The proposed CRCDCF algorithm was implemented in
MATLAB 2018a on an Intel i9 3.00GHz CPU. We adopt
both hand-crafted and deep features in our method. As for
visual tracking, it has been demonstrated that robust and
discriminative feature representation plays a dominant role. We
equip the proposed CRCDCF-HC method with hand-crafted
features such as HOG and CN, and embed both hand-crafted
and deep features in CRCDCF. The deep features we adopted
are extracted from the Res4e layers of pretrained ResNet-50.
The tracking speed of CRCDCF-HC is about 21fps and speed
of CRCDCF is 5fps approximately.
In the proposed CRCDCF, the padding parameter of the
search region is set to 4.5, the regularisation parameters λ
in Eq. (2) [22] and λ1 in Eq. (3) take values λ = 0.01 and
λ1 = 0.001 . The updating rate η is chosen to be 0.013 for
hand-crafted and CR features while it is set to 0.006 for deep
features. We generate S = 5 scales S of the feature data, with
the scale factor a of a = 1.01 [51]. The parameter settings are
fixed for all experiments.
B. Experimental Setup
Datasets: We extensively evaluate our algorithm on
five benchmarks: OTB2013 [2], Temple-Color128 [5],
UAV123 [34], VOT2018 [35] and LaSOT [36] datasets to
compare with the state-of-the-art trackers. OTB2013 dataset
is one of most popular datasets in visual object tracking
containing 50 video sequences with 11 challenging attributes.
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Fig. 4. The experimental results obtained by our CRCDCF on OTB2013 for
(a) different updating rates and (b) different regularisation parameters.
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON OTB2013 FOR ABLATION ANALYSIS OF
THE PROPOSED CRCDCF.
Configurations DP Score AUC Score
HOG 84.9% 64.5%
HOG + CR 85.6% 65.8%
CN 72.4% 51.1%
CN + CR 74.1% 52.3%
HOG + CN 86.7% 66.5%
HOG + CN + CR 89.1% 68.1%
HOG + CN + CNN 91.7% 69.0%
HOG + CN + CNN + CR 92.7% 69.9%
Temple-Colour 128 (TC128) consists of 128 colour video
sequences and UAV123 is composed of 123 challenging se-
quences. The VOT2018 dataset is provided by the VOT2018
challenge, which contains 60 video sequences with 5 chal-
lenging attributes including size change, occlusion, motion
change, illumination change, camera motion. The LaSOT
dataset is a high-quality benchmark for Large-scale Single
Object Tracking, which consists of 1400 sequences in 70
categories with more than 2500 frames in each sequence. In
this paper, we make a comparison using a simplified version
of LaSOT that contains 280 video sequences.
Evaluation metrics: As for OTB2013, TC128, UAV123 and
LaSOT, the One Pass Evaluation (OPE)[2] is employed to
evaluate the performance of various trackers. The precision
and success plots respectively, based on centre location error
and bounding box overlap ratio, are used for the comparison
of various trackers. In addition, three criteria, namely Dis-
tance Precision (DP), Overlap Precision (OP), Area Under
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Fig. 5. The experimental results of our CRCDCF compared with 13 trackers
on OTB2013 dataset. This figure shows the precision and success plots in
terms of the OPE protocol. The DP and AUC score of each tracker is shown
in the legend.
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Fig. 6. The experimental results of our CRCDCF compared with other 11
trackers on TC128 dataset. This figure shows the precision and success plots
in terms of the OPE protocol. The DP and AUC score of each tracker is
shown in the legend.
Curve (AUC) are employed to quantitatively compare the
performance of the various algorithms. The DP is defined
as the percentage of location errors within a threshold of 20
pixels. The OP is the percentage of overlap ratios surpassing
a threshold of 0.5. The AUC is the area under the curve of
success plot. As for the VOT2018 dataset, we use the Expected
Average Overlap (EAO), Average Overlap (AO) and Failures
as criteria. All the three evaluation metrics for VOT2018 are
in the reset-based protocols. The EAO is the main evaluation
standard in VOT challenges which accounts for both accuracy
and robustness. The AO in VOT2018 indicates the mean
accuracy of a tracker. The Failures stands for the robustness
of a tracker, and a lower value means better robustness.
State-of-the-art competitors: We compare our CRCDCF
with 21 state-of-the-art trackers including SAMF [15],
SRDCF [31], Staple [20], BACF [22], STAPLE-CA [21],
CSRDCF [52] , ECO-HC [9], STRCF [54], CREST [55],
CFWCR [56], SiamFC [57], CFNet [58], MCPF [59], C-
COT [60] and ECO [9], SRDCF-deep [17], TRACA [61],
MCCT [48], GCT [62], TADT [63], and GradNet [64]. For a
fair comparison, all the results of these trackers were obtained
by re-running these algorithms on the datasets using the source
codes published by the original authors with the provided
parameter settings.
C. Self Analysis
In this part, we first analyse the sensitivity of the algo-
rithm to parameters. Then an ablation analysis is conducted
to demonstrate the effectiveness of each component of our
proposed CRCDCF method.
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Fig. 7. The experimental results of our CRCDCF compared with other 11
trackers on UAV123 dataset. This figure shows the precision and success plots
in terms of the OPE protocol. The DP and AUC score of each tracker is shown
in the legend.
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Fig. 8. The experimental results of our CRCDCF compared with other 10
trackers on LaSOT dataset. This figure shows the precision and success plots
in terms of the OPE protocol. The DP and AUC score of each tracker is
shown in the legend.
In Fig. 4, we present the impact of the updating rate, η,
and the regularisation parameter, λ1, on the performance of
our method. As can be seen from the figure, the tracking
performance varies smoothly with the changes of the updating
rate, η, which confirms that CRCDCF is stable, thanks to the
effect of the proposed CR features. In Fig. 4(b), we analyse
the impact of the regularisation parameter λ1 in Eq. (3). It is
evident that the choice of parameter λ1 is not critical.
Additionally, we carry out an ablation analysis on OTB2013
to demonstrate the effectiveness of each component of our
CRCDCF. In Table. I, we present the results in terms of
the DP and AUC scores of CRCDCF using different feature
configurations including HOG, CN, deep CNN features and
the proposed CR features. As shown in the table, our method
improves, in terms of the DP and AUC scores, by 7.8% and
5.4% respectively on the OTB2013 dataset. It can be seen
obviously that, with the proposed CR features, the tracking
performance is improved considerably.
D. Results and Analysis
Overall Performance: In Fig. 5, we report the precision and
success rate plots of the experimental results on OTB2013
with DP and AUC scores in the figure legend. Compared
with other trackers, our CRCDCF-HC achieves 89.1% in DP
and 68.1% in AUC. These results are much better than those
achieved by all the tracking methods using only hand-crafted
features. They are even better than some trackers using deep
features/structures. In terms of DP and AUC, our CRCDCF
achieves the second best performance of 92.7% and 69.9% ,
falling behind ECO by only 0.1% in DP and 0.6% in AUC.
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Fig. 9. Success plots obtained on the OTB2013 dataset in terms of 11 challenging factors, including fast motion,background clutter, deformation, illumination
variation, in-plane rotation, low resolution, occlusion, out-of-plane rotation, scale variation, out of view and motion blur. For clarity, only the results of the
top 12 trackers in each attributes are provided.
TABLE II
THE OP RESULTS OF 10 TRACKERS ON THE OTB2013, TC128, UAV123 AND LASOT DATASETS. THE TOP THREE RESULTS ARE RESPECTIVELY SHOWN
IN RED, BLUE AND GREEN.
Staple CSRDCF STAPLE-CA SRDCF BACF ECO-HC STRCF ECO CRCDCF-HC CRCDCF
Average OP(%)
OTB2013 73.8 76.1 76.5 79.0 82.2 83.4 86.6 87.9 85.2 90.8
TC128 61.7 57.4 63.0 60.1 60.8 68.5 73.7 70.4 72.6 74.8
UAV123 54.7 55.1 55.1 55.1 55.5 58.5 60.9 63.1 58.2 64.2
LaSOT 24.0 22.4 23.8 24.5 26.3 29.9 32.5 32.9 30.4 34.9
TABLE III
EVALUATION ON THE VOT2018 DATASET IN TERMS OF EAO, AO, AND FAILURES OF 11 TRACKERS. THE TOP THREE TRACKERS ARE SHOWN IN
COLOUR.
Staple GradNet CSRDCF SRDCF-Deep SiamFC C-COT TRACA MCCT ECO GCT CRCDCF
EAO 0.169 0.247 0.256 0.154 0.187 0.267 0.139 0.273 0.281 0.275 0.312
AO 0.523 0.507 0.485 0.485 0.498 0.485 0.431 0.526 0.476 0.485 0.521
Failures 44.02 24.11 23.57 46.00 34.03 20.41 53.68 19.22 17.66 21.42 15.46
The reason why our method dose not exceed ECO in AUC
is that ECO employs many samples from historical frames to
train the model for every frame, which improves its accuracy
and robustness.
The experimental results given in terms of the precision
and success rate plots, obtained on the TC128 dataset, are
presented in Fig. 6. On TC128, our CRCDCF achieves the
best score of 81.3% in terms of DP and performs better than
the second best tracker STRCF by 2.5%. With the proposed
CR features, our CRCDCF is able to locate the target more
precisely, leading to better tracking accuracy. In terms of AUC,
our CRCDCF achieves 58.1%, ranking the second best, and
it is lower than the best tracker STRCF by only 0.3%. The
objective function of STRCF is equipped with an additional
temporal regularisation term, besides a spatial regularisation
term, which results in preventing model degeneration and in
achieving better robustness. Using hand-crafted features only,
our CRCDCF-HC achieves 78.2% in DP, which exceeds ECO
with deep features. The AUC score of CRCDCF-HC of 57.1%
is the same as that achieved by ECO.
As for dataset of UAV123, Fig. 7 displays the precision and
success rate plot over all the 123 video sequences. Compared
to other trackers, our CRCDCF achieves the bset score in DP
with 77.2% and performs better than the second and third best
trackers ECO and GradNet by 2.3% and 3.9% respectively,
mainly owing to the proposed use of complementary genera-
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Fig. 10. Qualitative performance comparison on challenging video sequences including Biker, Bird2, Box, DragonBaby, Girl2, Ironman, Lemming, Matrix,
MotorRolling, Rubik, Shaking, Skating2-1. The colour bounding boxes are the corresponding results of CRCDCF, CRCDCF-HC, ECO, STRCF, SRDCF,
CSRDCF, STAPLE-CA, Staple and BACF respectively.
tive learning which benefits the accuracy of target localisation.
In terms of AUC, our CRCDCF achieves score of 51.9%,
falling only 0.5% behind the best tracker ECO. Our CRCDCF-
HC achieves scores of 68.3% and 47.5% respectively in DP
and AUC.
In Fig. 8, we provide the results in terms of precision
and success plots on LaSOT with DP and AUC. From the
plots, our CRCDCF is the best, achieving 34.2% in DP
and 33.1% in AUC, which beats ECO by 4.1% and 0.7%
respectively. The main reason why our CRCDCF outperforms
other trackers is that the sequences of LaSOT are generally
longer, and our tracker is enabled to perform better on these
long video sequences by using more robust deep CNN features
and the complementary spatio-temporal information from the
proposed CR features. Additionally, our CRCDCF-HC also
achieves superior performance with 28.3% and 30.7% in DP
and AUC compared with the other trackers without using deep
features.
Finally, we evaluate our proposed CRCDCF on OTB2013,
TC128, UAV123 and LaSOT in terms of the OP metric.
Table II shows the results, compared to several competitive
trackers. On all these four datasets, our CRCDCF achieves
the best score with gains of 2.9%, 1.1%, 1.1%, 2.0% over the
second best tracker respectively. Additionally, we report the
evaluation results on VOT2018 in Table III. Our CRCDCF
achieves 0.312 in terms of EAO which gains about 11% over
ECO.
Attribute-Based Evaluation: We present the results of the
attribute-based evaluation of 10 state-of-the-art trackers on
OTB2013 in Fig. 9. We show the success plots with AUC
scores for 11 video attributes including fast motion, back-
ground clutter, deformation, illumination variation, in-plane
rotation, low resolution, occlusion, out-of-plane rotation, scale
10
variation, out of view and motion blur. The results show
that the proposed CRCDCF outperforms other trackers in 3
attributes, i.e., background clutter, in-plane rotation and low
resolution. In our method, the filters learning and updating
with the proposed collaborative representation feature model
is equipped to capture the appearance variations. This property
helps to alleviate the impact of the background. Besides, the
adopted deep features from ResNet-50 are more robust, espe-
cially when the target exhibits rotation and abrupt variation. In
addition, compared to other trackers using only hand-crafted
features, our CRCDCF-HC achieves the best performance in 9
attributes, which demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness
of the CR features we proposed.
Qualitative Results: In Fig. 10, we show the qualitative
tracking results of the state-of-the-art trackers, i.e., SRDCF,
Staple, CSRDCF, Staple CA, BACF, STRCF, ECO and our
CRCDCF-HC and CRCDCF on some challenging sequences.
These videos all contain serious target appearance variation.
Still, our CRCDCF performs well on these videos as the
model with filters trained using CR features is agile enough
to respond to rapid appearance variation during tracking.
The generative collaborative representation between successive
two frames is instrumental in extracting more discriminative
information for tracking.
Tracking Failures: In Fig. 11, we provide some samples of
failed cases, and take these cases to analyse the demerits of the
proposed method. As can be seen from the figure, our method
is unable to handle situations where the target suffers from
long-term absence, which leads to tracking failures in videos
such as Bird1 and Soccer. Thus, mechanisms to prevent model
degradation will be required by our method. Besides, if the
scale of the target changes rapidly, especially when the aspect
ratio of the target encounters significant variation, our method
will not be able to precisely estimate the size of the target. As
can be seen in video sequences Diving and Jump, the aspect
ratio of target changes abruptly. The bounding boxes predicted
by our method are inaccurate. Moreover, the interference from
the same object as the target may cause tracking failures,
especially when the deep CNN features are used by the tracker,
as shown in video sequence Coupon. This is mainly because
deep CNN features focus on semantic information and ignore
the texture information, which results in a high response at
the position of a similar object.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a collaborative representation mechanism for
visual tracking using discriminative correlation filters has been
proposed. The key ingredient is a novel method for generating
a collaborative representation feature cue as a complementary
target representation for use in conjunction with the DCF
framework. The collaborative representation feature provides
valuable additional discriminative information and robustness
to create an effective DCF model, especially when the target
undergoes dramatic appearance variations. The experimental
results on OTB2013, TC128, UAV123, LaSOT and VOT2018
demonstrate the competitive performance of our CRCDCF
tracker.
CRCDCF ECO SRDCFSTRCFCRCDCF-HC
CSRDCF BACFStapleSTAPLE-CA
Fig. 11. Some failed cases on challenging video sequences including
Bird1, Coupon, Diving, Jump, Soccer. The colour bounding boxes are the
corresponding results of CRCDCF, CRCDCF-HC, ECO, STRCF, SRDCF,
CSRDCF, STAPLE-CA, Staple and BACF respectively.
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